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Hybrid Events 

 

Suggestions to improve engagement across both audiences: 

Ensure the venue you use has 3/4G  

Large screen / TV essential so that all participants can be seen 

Live audience also logged into zoom so all attendees visible and ‘together.’ 

Speak to all those on zoom at the start of the session so they feel connected 

Extensive equipment required for large event: multiple laptops, cameras, ATEM Pro to link 

cameras plus AV / speakers via venue 

Breakout rooms used on zoom and in-person discussion groups so that everyone involved in 

the same activity 

Limit number of zoom attendees to fit with the size of screen available so that all attendees 

can be seen together 

Online quiz apps – can be useful way for all individuals to engage BUT needs prior notice to 

ensure people have relevant app (if download required) and 2 devices if required 

https://kahoot.it/ allows immediate access / no download (BUT still requires each person to 

have 2 devices) 

Another possible quiz app is Mentimeter https://www.mentimeter.com/ 

Sli.do designed for hybrid audiences - https://www.sli.do/  

If any ‘resources’ to be used ensure all participants are advised in advance and that the 

request is achievable. Example provided with youth participants – pen and paper given out 

in person, but not everyone online had access within their homes. 

 

Discussion around Teams Vs Zoom 

Teams mostly considered much harder to provide an engaging session (not even possible to 

change your name once logged into a meeting) 

BUT it is more likely to be a requirement from public sectors (Local authorities, police, 

camhs, schools etc) so may need to find ways to adapt delivery.  

Some advantages with their new breakout room function and better closed captioning in 

terms of accessibility. 
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